
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

TODAY: May 2, 2017 

North Korea has tested 

another missile recently, 

though it failed, they have 

made advancements. Find 

out what this means for the 

United States, and what 

Donald Trump’s plan is.  
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Festivals happen all the 

time, but not all of them 

are hits. Read about the 

Fyre Festival and rapper 

DMX’s medical situation. 

Are problems on airlines 

the new trend? Find out 

more on: 
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 Being a student in the Rochester City 

School District poses its own challenges, one 

of them being transportation. Every morning 

Tarnue Gee wakes up at 7:00am to catch his 

first bus at 7:50am, route 6, Jefferson Avenue. 

The bus is often packed, forcing him to wait for 

the second one and jeopardizing an on-time 

arrival to school.  When he arrives downtown 

to the bustling transit center, the gate serving 

bus route 47 to Monroe Avenue is often 

already packed. When the bus arrives, 

everyone boards, cramming in to make room. 

When the bus is full, several passengers are left 

standing. As the bus approaches the closest 

stop to School Without Walls, students prepare 

to exit. Many of the people who are standing 

and sitting must shift around to make room for 

the students who are exiting the bus.  

 

Tensions with 

North Korea 

Fighting for What’s Right 

 

THE 

799-Insider  

News Beyond the Walls 

  Buses: Convenience or Challenge? 

Tea Time with 

Tomari 

Visit www.799insider.com for more content 

Want something featured? Email 799insider@gmail.com 

In the afternoon, Tarnue leaves school right at dismissal, 3:00pm. He makes his way 

to one of four popular route 47 stops for students on Monroe Avenue. He settles for the stop 

in front of Dunkin’ Donuts along with numerous other students. Occasionally, the bus barrels 

by leaving around twenty to thirty students behind along with other passengers, some from 

the nearby hospital. The bus reads “Bus full, bus following.” This system has only existed 

since the beginning of the 2016 school year. In years prior, if the bus passed the stops, any 

passengers left behind would be forced to wait for the next bus for thirty minutes or walk 

downtown. This system lead to delays in the student’s schedule, potentially making them late 

for obligations such as work. Though most of the time, an extra bus is following, students no 

longer have the choice to walk downtown unless they pay for the downtown bus out of 

pocket. To board a downtown bus, students must request a Connection Pass on a bus 
heading downtown. Upon request the pass expires an hour after issuing, leaving students 
just enough time to board their second bus and head home. According to Director of 
Transportation for RCSD, Maria Nello-Dupri the system was created to limit congregation 
and fighting in the downtown area, but it has a negative impact. Normally many students 
from School Without Walls would walk downtown, rather than wait for a bus, or walk 
downtown after being passed by a bus. This has changed for the 2016-17 school year as a 
security measure to keep students from hanging out downtown. If a student walks 
downtown, they could be denied admittance, and if they get in, not allowed to board the 
bus.   

Read the full article on Page 5. 
By: Eric Remillard | Tomari Catledge 

 

 Picture taken by: Tomari Catledge (This is the stop minutes 

before the expected 47 bus arrival, which passes the stop). 
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One Act Plays: 
Hosted by Charlotte Perez, with help from both Aylin and Mariana’s extended class, One Act 

Plays will be performed to raise money for Honeoye Falls Borgne Haiti Sister Cities, a non-

profit organization.  

The One Act Plays are scheduled to take place on Tuesday, May 30th from 1-3pm at School 

Without Walls in the big room. The entry fee is only five bottles or cans. There will also be a 

donation table set up so that anyone could donate and support the organization. 

There will be an intermission during the One Act Plays in which common movie theater snacks 

will be sold. The proceeds will also be donated to Honeoyo Falls Borgne Sister Cities. 

Attending these One Act Plays is not mandatory, but strongly encouraged. Any Support will be 

both greatly appreciated by not only Aylin and Mariana’s extended classes, but Honeoye Falls 

Borgne Sister Cities as well! 

If you would like to help in the meantime, rinse empty bottles or cans, and put them in the 

yellow garbage bin by Rick’s stand.  

 

 

Book Club 05/03: 

Page Turners Book Club will be on Wednesday 

May 3rd in room 111 during personal needs. 

Anyone is welcome. 

 

Teen Book Festival 05/20: 

Teen Book Festival will be on May 20th at 

Nazareth College from 8:30am-5:00pm. It is a 

chance to meet well known authors! Speak with 

Diane in room 111 for more details. 

 

Fundraisers: 

Keep your eyes open for fundraisers to support 

the newspaper! 

 

 

SWW Opportunities 

& Reminders: 

 To raise money for the charity Honeoye Falls Borgne Haiti Sister Cities, Charlotte 

Perez has started a bottle drive, in addition to preparing plays to raise money. Just bring your 

bottles or cans to Rick’s stand where you will see a yellow bin. The bin will be emptied 

weekly, and in the process the earth will be saved, and the proceeds will go to a worthy cause. 
 

School Without Walls Bottle Drive (FY): 

Momentous Events:

   
 
 

 

 

 

Prom 05/19- 
Prom will be at Glendoveers Banquet Hall, 

2328 Old Browncroft Blvd. from 7-11pm. 

Tickets are $30 and a down payment of $15 can 

be given to Rick. Rick will be taking all orders. 

Awards will be given for Best Dressed, Cutest 

Couple, and more!  

 

Graduation 06/25: 
On Sunday, June 25th at 2:00pm, graduation 

will take place. The location is Hochstein 

School of Music & Dance (Performance Hall), 

50 North Plymouth Avenue. 

 

 

 

 Picture from: "Graduation Cap Clipart." Pinterest. Web. 29 Apr. 2017. 
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Tensions with North Korea  
  

 

North Korea has never been an ally, but after Donald Trump’s election, it seems that the 

diplomatic relations between the U.S. and North Korea have gotten worse. Kim Jong-un has been in 

power since 2011, after the death of Kim Jong-il. There have been numerous missile tests for over a 

decade, all of which have failed in numerous ways. North Korea has been trying to build a long 

range missile to transport a nuke to the West Coast of the United States. The reason that North 

Korea wants to make a move on the United States is because the U.S. is protecting Japan and South 

Korea, both in close range of North Korea, and both with stationed U.S. troops. 

 

North Korea makes it clear that they are a threat to both Japan and South Korea. They 

constantly test successful short and medium range missiles as an intimidation tactic. Due to these 

tests, both Japan and South Korea wouldn’t attack North Korea because the missiles would 

devastate their major cities. Both also don’t have nuclear weapons. 

 

It is speculated that if North Korea can successfully create a long range missile to hold a 

nuclear bomb, then the U.S. would be forced to back down, and be unable to protect Japan and 

South Korea. This is because if one 

launches a missile/nuke, the other will 

fire back. This will either force Japan 

and South Korea to build their own 

bombs or be left defenseless. Nine 

countries currently have nuclear 

weapons, those being, the United 

Kingdom, France, Israel, Russia, 

Pakistan, India, China, North Korea, 

and the USA. 

Several have urged the U.S. to do 

something while they still can. Donald 

Trump has been trying to get China’s 

help. China not only trades with North 

Korea, but they have a diplomatic 

relationship. It is thought that if the trade  

between the two is cut off, North Korea will be short on supplies. This would hinder their research 

or production of long range missiles.  

On April 28th, North Korea tested out a new version of their long range missile towards the 

sea of the Japan. It broke up minutes into to flight, and is the third missile tested, the last being on 

the 15th of April. A U.S. aircraft carrier is making it’s way to the Korean Peninsula as a defense, 

and most likely for more research. Officials are currently figuring out the next step, but are 

remaining prepared.  
By: Eric Remillard           

        

 Picture from: Asmolov, Konstantin. "USA – China: Who Is Responsible for North Korean Nuclear 

Weapons Programme Development?" New Eastern Outlook. NEO, 25 Nov. 2016. Web. 29 Apr. 2017. 

Sources: The North Korean Nuclear Threat, 

Explained. Perf. Vox. Youtube. Vox, 26 Apr. 2016. 

Web. 

 

Martinez, Luis, and Adam Kelsey. "North Korean 

Missile Broke up Shortly after Launch, US Official 

Says." ABC News. ABC News Network, 28 Apr. 2017. 

Web. 29 Apr. 2017. 
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Teacher & Student of the Month 

   

 To show support for fellow students and teachers, the Teacher & Student of the Month 

column was created. For this issue of 799Insider, the nominations were up to the the newspaper 

club. The students came up with a teacher nomination, and the teachers came up with a student 

nomination. The winner of the May issue of 799Insider is Adrienne LaLiberty and Genesis Silva! 

 

 Adrienne was nominated for being a cool teacher, that not only is a 

good teacher, but a teacher that puts her foot down. Being her eighth year 

teaching in the RCSD, second at SWW, Adrienne began teaching at twenty-

two years old.  

Adrienne attended three colleges. She attended Niagara University 

for one semester, then went to Geneseo where she graduated with an English 

Major, and Bachelor of Arts.  She then pursued her Master’s degree at 

Nazareth for Educational Technology.  

 When asked about her perception as a teacher, Adrienne stated “I 

love my job as a teacher. I could never do anything  else!”. Adrienne 

expressed that the hardest part to begin teaching was finding the line 

between being an authoritative figure and having a good relationship with 

students. She expressed that teaching at School Without Walls has been a 

different experience because the students gravitate towards respect.  

 On her free time, Adrienne likes to garden, read, and run. During 

summers she fosters dogs to prepare them for adoption. Adrienne shared that 

an achievement was actually winning Teacher & Student of the Month, an  

award she is honored by.  

 

 Genesis was nominated for her demonstration of responsibility, and 

dedication for whatever she puts her mind to. Genesis is a Junior that focuses 

on work and takes initiative. Expressing her passion for school, Genesis 

shared that she wants to go to the army after graduation and then attend a 

Suny school. Her favorite subject is math because she feels she is good at it. 

She works for Ken for community service where she makes poster boards 

and anything that he needs for his classes.  

 Genesis has considered Keuka or Michigan State because she likes 

their softball team, a sport she enjoys. She has won a scholarship to the 

University of Rochester which left her surprised because she was chosen for 

it. Genesis plans to continue doing well in school and continues putting 

thought into her future.  
 

By: Eric Remillard 

  

 

 

 

 

            

Pictures taken by: Tomari Catledge 

& 

Lydia Cartagena 
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Buses: Convenience or Challenge?  
 

Being a student in the Rochester City School District poses it’s own challenges, one of them being 

transportation. Every morning Tarnue Gee wakes up at 7:00am to catch his first bus at 7:50am, route 6, Jefferson 

Avenue. The bus is often packed, forcing him to wait for the second one and jeopardizing an on-time arrival to 

school.  When he arrives downtown to  the bustling transit center, the gate serving bus route 47 to Monroe Avenue is 

often already packed. When the bus arrives, everyone boards, cramming in to make room. When the bus is full, 

several passengers are left standing. As the bus approaches the closest stop to School Without Walls, students prepare 

to exit. Many of the people who are standing and sitting must shift around to make room for the students who are 

exiting the bus.  

             In the afternoon, Tarnue leaves school right at dismissal, 3:00pm. He makes his way to one of four popular 

route 47 stops for students on Monroe Avenue. He settles for the stop in front of Dunkin’ Donuts along with numerous 

other students. Occasionally, the bus barrels by leaving around twenty to thirty students behind along with other 

passengers, some from the nearby hospital. The bus reads “Bus full, bus following.” This system has only existed 

since the beginning of the 2016 school year. In years prior, if the bus passed the stops, any passengers left behind 

would be forced to wait for the next bus for thirty minutes or walk downtown. This system lead to delays in the 

student’s schedule, potentially making them late for obligations such as work. Though most of the time, an extra bus is 

following, students no longer have the choice to walk downtown unless they pay for the downtown bus out of pocket.  

             To board a downtown bus, students must request a Connection Pass on a bus heading downtown. Upon 

request the pass expires an hour after issuing, leaving students just enough time to board their second bus and head 

home. According to Director of Transportation for RCSD, Maria Nello-Dupri the system was created to limit 

congregation and fighting in the downtown area, but it has a negative impact. Normally many students from School 

Without Walls would walk downtown, rather than wait for a bus, or walk downtown after being passed by a bus. This 

has changed for the 2016-17 school year as a security measure to keep students from hanging out downtown. If a 

student walks downtown, they could be denied admittance, and if they get in, not allowed to board the bus. This is 

because downtown drivers are not allowed to accept student issued touch and go passes, therefore forcing students to 

pay.   

             Of course some schools have express buses, a line going from the school to a popular main street (i.e St. 

Paul), but a school like School Without Walls is too small for that busing method. Instead, School Without Walls is 

the only school in the district with All Day touch and go passes. SWW is placed at the end of route 47, which starts in 

Pittsford and ends at the Transit Center. By the time the bus gets to the four reachable stops for students, it is likely 

already full, causing several passengers to get passed. Public Information Officer Tom Brede shared that routes were 

constantly being monitored, and stated that if a bus did pass a passenger, student or not, he would “hope” that they 

would contact RTS. When asked if extra buses could be sent for those passed by a bus, he said “We don’t just have 

extra bus drivers sitting around.” RTS has smaller buses, known as ROCket routes, which serves a route but goes to 

fewer stops. It raises a question as to why RTS can’t send some of these buses on popular routes, shortly behind 

regular buses to pick up any left behind. It would only run at a time of day when routes are busy. When the thought of 

a line expansion for route 47 came up, Tom suggested working through RCSD to coordinate with RTS, which could 

obviously take some time. 

             Principal Dr. Idonia Owens feels as though students are being treated unfairly. “Opening the transit center was 

a fiasco. The security and drivers have been so rude at times.” There should not have to be problems, or challenges 

dealing with transportation. All parties would be satisfied with a common resolve, one that could easily be done. 

School Without Walls is very active in the community, and gives their students a lot of responsibility. If students want 

to walk downtown, they shouldn’t have to pay out of pocket. To fix that problem, RTS can put a bus pass machine in 

the main office of School Without Walls. This machine can be found on every bus, as well as in customer service 

booths in the Transit Center. This would allow the office to issue students Connection Passes, so that they can walk 

downtown without a problem. As for students being passed by the bus, serious thought needs to go into the situation. 

Is it in everyone’s best interest to replace the 40ft bus with a 60ft, or would multiple buses work out better? An 

important voice to listen to when a problem is being resolved is the students. Everyone wants their day to be easier, 

and there can be a better outcome, which a student could have, rather than a quickly thought up solution to solve a 

general problem that leaves little ones in it’s mist. 

 

By: Eric Remillard | Tomari Catledge 

Full Article Available on www.799insider.com,  

join the comments and share your opinion! 
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Tea Time With Tomari 

 

Fight or Flight? 

 

Fight or flight? This time it's fight on flight, but you weren't surprised were you because apparently 

lately airline incidents are the new trend. A Delta Airlines pilot hit a woman and walked away. 

According to The Shade Room and the thirty second video floating around social media, two 

woman were fighting in the airport and after an attempt to break the women up, he slapped one of 

them and walked away!!! They cannot let this fly. This is highly inappropriate, and as a professional 

for a billion dollar business, the worker should have found a better approach to this situation. What 

is going on with airlines lately? Just a few weeks ago, a man was recorded being dragged of a 

United Airlines plane that was overboarded. According to CNN, United Airway employees needed 

to attend the flight, therefore seats needed to be sacrificed. Of course they offered a compensation 

but when no one wanted to give up their seat, they were forced to draw names and when the man's 

name was drawn, he refused. This is when the security guard took it upon himself to drag the man 

off of the plane in a very forceful way that even causing him to bleed from the mouth. A lawsuit has 

been filed, and ruling is being determined. The video has circulated around the internet and has 

China stirred up. Apparently China is United Airlines greatest customer, transporting over 1,000 

passengers to the U.S daily. This may cause a decrease in their ticket sales with customers holding 

the assumption that the man was dragged because of his race and discrimination towards Chinese 

people.  

 

Rapper DMX’s Situation 

 

According to The Shade Room, rapper (or should I say former rapper?) DMX checked himself into 

a rehabilitation facility in California. The artist has history with substance abuse but due to a 

“medical emergency” he decided to put his health first and get the help that he needs. Unfortunately, 

this caused the cancellation of some tour dates but his health is far more important than a 

performance. 

 

The Fyre got too Hot 

 

Apparently a festival called the Fyre Festival sparked the internet’s opinion as it’s poor planning 

and unfit conditions left attendees stranded and unhappy. Supposedly this event was created by 

Billy McFarland and another former rapper, Ja rule. Remember him? Yeah me neither. These 

former rappers never fail to fail us. Anyway the two planned the event in a deserted area. The 

location in Exumas was so empty that it contained no water or sewage. I'm sorry but is this not 

already sounding like it's headed towards the drain? They were so “naive” and actually decided to 

go through with it. There was some sort of storm that broke down their festival tents and 

disconnected pipes, this caused everything to pretty much go down and as the people arrived food 

sources were limited and people pretty much suffered. Images were uploaded by event goers of the 

food they provided, it was a burger with no meat just lettuce, cheese, tomato and no dressing. This 

event was truly a disaster and is it fair that all this people had to suffer because plans failed like Ja 

rule’s career? McFarland noted that next year the event will be well put together and everyone who 

signed up will attend for free, the rest of the tickets will have a percentage donated to Bahamian Red 

cross. Some paid thousands, and they are currently in the process of receiving refunds. 

            (Sources on Back) 
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Netflix Show Review | 13 Reasons Why 
 

Years after the 2007 book release of 13 Reasons Why, a hit show was released onto Netflix 

which grew a lot of popularity on social media. A reason for its fast-growing popularity is in part 

due to Selena Gomez’s role as an executive producer, whom had previously taken a break from her 

singing career after accepting the Pop/Rock Female Artist Award at the AMAs. The show has 

received amazing reviews, with an 

8.9/10 on IMDb, 91% on Rotten 

Tomatoes, and a 95% according to 

Google users!  

 

13 Reasons Why focuses on the 

main character Clay Jensen, who listens 

to a set of thirteen tapes to figure out 

why his crush Hannah Baker 

committed suicide. The box of tapes 

goes through several different people, 

all of which are a reason for Hannah’s 

suicide. Throughout the show, the 

viewer gets to see how the tapes effect 

 the listeners, ultimately ending in crucial events. While the show is for the most part enjoyable, 

there are points that are simply boring. At some points, it almost felt as if scenes were dragged to 

reach their goal of thirteen episodes. Of course, each episode had a climax, but having Clay take, in 

real life, thirteen hours (days in the show) to get through a few tapes, when his peers pushed through 

them quicker and passed them on within what it seemed like a day, slowed down the show.  

 

The show raised topics that have both been a learning experience and contribution to several 

debates. Suicide is very triggering to many people, and the way the show went about it only left 

people upset. Experts felt as though Hannah’s creative method of a suicide message would 

encourage others to take their own life. Of course, that is a very possible theory; it falls onto the 

debate that viewers will act out what they see on TV or play in a video game. If you finish the show, 

there is another episode at the end with cast and crew thoughts. In this episode, producers argue that 

they wanted the show to be real. One of these “real” scenarios is when Hannah commits suicide. 

SPOILER. She takes a razor blade and slits one wrist at a time, conveying the agony she is 

enduring. She bleeds out in the bathtub, in which her mom sadly found her sometime later, refusing 

to believe she was dead. In my opinion this part was very much needed to highlight not only a 

loved-one’s reaction to a suicide taking place, but how it happens as well. This very real, gruesome 

scene grabs the attention of the audience, and forces a realization of what just took place. The final 

opinion lies on how the viewer ultimately feels, if you want to watch 13 Reasons Why, then you can 

binge it on Netflix. Rumors have surfaced of a season two, but it doesn’t seem fitting since there 

was thirteen episodes to match the title. If a follow up is wanted, the best route is a movie, which 

could possibly touch on other social issues.  

Overall, this is an important show to watch. It will, for the most part, keep you on the edge of your 

seat wondering what happens next, and wake you up when it comes to the topic of suicide. 
 

                            -Eric Remillard 
  

Picture from: Montana, Casey. "What '13 Reasons Why' Taught Me." 

Odyssey. N.p., 04 Apr. 2017. Web. 24 Apr. 2017. 
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Videogame Review |  
Mass Effect  Andromeda 

 
Following the unfortunate ending of the Mass effect trilogy, Bioware knew their fans wanted 

more. On March 21, 2017, Mass Effect Andromeda was released. Personally, I had been looking 

forward to an addition to the trilogy since finishing Mass Effect 3, years ago. The ending left many, 

myself included, craving more. Mass Effect Andromeda is the story of several species being put into 

cryogenic pods which preserve the body. The pods were spread onto three different arks, each 

holding a different species. Everyone is put into pods for 600 years to “start a new life”, though if 

you played previous games, or played side missions in Andromeda you know there is another 

reason. You play as either Scott or Sarah rider from the human ark, one of whom will inherit SAM, 

an artificial intelligence needed to explore the planets. It is inherited as their father chooses to save 

whoever you play as, as the other is put into a coma due to technical difficulties on the ark. This 

position is known as Pathfinder, throughout the game you are tasked with creating settlements and 

exploring planets. Of course, there is an enemy that will fight no matter the cost to prevent any 

settlement.  

 

When the game finished 

downloading, I jumped right into the 

game. At the beginning, there wa a lot of 

dialogue and cutscenes. It felt boring to 

me, and that was after an hour of 

gameplay. The next day I played some 

more, and got really immersed. There was 

so much to do, whether it was a side 

quest, or pursuing a relationship with one 

of your teammates.  

 

Of course, Bioware still gave players  

choices, which determined the end of the game. This only made the game better! Any choice you 

make is final, this factor added some form of difficulty. I enjoy how Mass Effect games are worth 

every penny. Sadly, a lot of games charge sixty dollars for a bad story, or a game that becomes 

boring after a week. You can’t say that for Andromeda, or any of the Mass Effect games. Mass 

Effect Andromeda took about 80 hours for me to 90% complete. I would have gone for 100%, but 

glitches got in the way. This is the longest game I have played in 2016, and 2017 so far! Missions 

are broken into three categories: Main, Side, and Team/Alliance. The latter two of course are 

optional, but when it comes to missions, Andromeda is far different than the trilogy. The endings are 

all unique. In ME3 when you play the final mission the game is over, whereas in Andromeda most 

of the bonus missions are still playable. I didn’t know this at the time, so I completed anything I 

could. All it did was enhance the story, so I’m not complaining.  

 

When it comes to issues, I personally experienced nothing that could ruin the game for me. 

While reviewers disliked the animations, I did not see it as a problem. What I dislike is that the 

campaign was not co-op, it only would have been better. I give the game 7.5/10, but I want more. 

Read more about Andromeda and its previous game, Mass Effect 3 at www.799insider.com.   
           -Eric Remillard 

Picture from: Arts, Electronic. "Mass Effect: Andromeda News – Official 

Site." Masseffect.com. N.p., 06 Apr. 2017. Web. 25 Apr. 2017. 
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Ask Column 

 

           The Ask Column was created for students that have questions, but don’t want to reveal 

themselves. Maybe they are going through something in regards to a relationship, it could even be 

an academic question, for example, “Where can I get help with homework?”. Questions will be 

anonymous and reviewed by the Ask committee. The questions were submitted and it was noticed 

that there was a low amount of Ask questions. In the future, the team is considering more effective 

ways to receive your questions in the most discreet way possible. If you have any suggestions or 

questions, you may email 799insider@gmail.com. Please note that the Ask Column was designed to 

help you get answers to questions you may not feel comfortable asking. No question is a bad 

question, and it will not be answered in a judgemental way. If 799Insider receives an overwhelming 

amount of questions, they can be found at www.799insider.com where you can also check out 

extras.  

 

Q: What happened to the event that was being hosted by 799Insider? 

A: An event was planned, but marketed too late. To suit everyone’s needs and perfect the event, it 

has been postponed. While it is being planned, we would love to hear ideas you guys want included 

in the event. Please speak with Tomari or email 799insider@gmail.com, no idea is a bad one! 

 

Q: Will there be a newspaper club next year? 

A: As of now, we are trying to decide how it will be handled. Is a senior going to take it on and 

work on it for their senior project? Will it be a regular school club, synonymous to Page Turners 

Book Club? Stay tuned at 799Insider.com, you might even hear more information at the event. 

 
                       Ask Column Overseen By, 

                            Tomari Catledge 
 

     

799Insider Sports 

 

 

Track & field and Baseball/Softball have started, and School Without Walls students participate in 

both sports. The Edison track team has done an excellent job so far, with the boy’s team coming in 

second overall at the Brighton Relays Invitational and with a record of 3-1. The girls also came in 

second overall at the same Invitational and had a good record as well.  

 

In Baseball and Softball, the Monroe Red Jackets have been doing an excellent job! They have beat 

teams like Edison Tech and East to name a couple. If these kids can keep up the excellent work and 

graduate they can be in the same situation as the newly signed Jarron Jones. Jarron is an Aquinas 

graduate, and is now on his way to becoming a NFL superstar! 
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799Insider Sports 

 

 

This Month in the 799Insider Sports, March Former New England Patriots player Aaron 

Hernandez was found dead in his prison cell on April 19th. Former tight end player was sentenced 

in 2015 to life without parole for the murder of 27-year-old Odin Lloyd, the boyfriend of his 

fiancé’s sister. According to Fox news, Lloyd was shot in a deserted park near Hernandez’s home. 

Evidence proved that Lloyd was with Hernandez at the time of the killing, including recordings 

from Aaron’s home security cameras. The NFL player had a history with violence, he was found 

guilty for possession of a firearm and ammunition connected to an accusation of a drive by shooting 

that he may have been a part of in 2012. He was found not guilty in April 2017, days before he was 

found dead. He was found hanging from a bed sheet that was attached to a window, according to 

CNN, Hernandez used several items to create a barricade and prevent entry of the room. This was 

found shocking to his family and attorneys, they didn't suspect him to be suicidal. A source for 

CNN says that he was optimistic and looked forward to proving his innocence in another case. This 

has sparked outbreaks on social media, with fans and supporters questioning was this a suicide or a 

setup? Other speculations have been that Aaron committed suicide to sacrifice a hefty sum of 

money that wouldn’t go to him because of his charges, it is suspected that he did this so that his 

fiancé and four-year-old daughter would get the money. Either way, forgetting all theories that were 

made, a 27-year-old man took his own life. Killer or not. He was a father, a son, a brother, a cousin, 

a fiancé, and beloved by many.  

Condolence go out to Aaron Hernandez and his family. 

 

 

2017 NFL Draft Combine 

 

The 2017 NFL Draft Combine has just finished and 253 college athletes are now one step closer to 

being an NFL player. College players all over the country set their eyes onto the NFL draft every 

year, it is the huge step from college football to professional football. As a player, 

you must play your heart out to even be accepted as a draft pick and the ones that showed the most 

were lottery picks.  

 

Draft Picks Team 

1. DE, Myles Garret Cleveland Browns 

2. QB, Mitchell Trubisky Chicago Bears 

3. DE, Solomon Thomas San Francisco 49ers 

4. RB, Leonard Fournette Jacksonville Jaguars 

5. WR, Corey Davis Tenessee Titans 

6. S, Jamal Adams New York Jets 

7. WR, Mike Williams Los Angeles Chargers 

8. RB, Christian McCaffrey Carolina Panthers 

9. WR, John Ross Cincinnati Bengals 

10.  QB, Patrick Mahomes Kansas City Chiefs 

                

Tomari Catledge | Nassir Jones | Eric Remillard 
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Local Monroe Ave. Eateries 

 

As a student that takes the bus, I’ve been to a few places and I figured it would be a cool idea to do 

a quick review on restaurants local to School Without Walls. I am in no way a professional cook 

and the judging of these restaurants is strictly based on experiences and encounters that I have had 

while eating there.  

 

McDonald's: Monroe Ave.- 

 

This is a very common fast food restaurant that students at School Without Walls go to for lunch or 

afterschool while waiting for the bus. It's not really much that can go wrong at McDonald's and the 

food is basically the same based on your taste. But an experience that I've had while going to this 

McDonald's was the very, very, very rude staff. It is so shocking how rude the staff of this location 

is, when they serve you they act like they are being forced to do it. One worker there was so mean 

and nasty to me and a few other friends, that we have called and reported them several times. 

Fortunately they contacted the location, but unfortunately one day the manager called me from 

behind the counter, by name, and pulled me to the side. Not only was I shocked but I was confused, 

She told me that she know I was the one that called and complained about one of her workers. She 

stated that it was unnecessary, and that she never received complaints about the worker. When I 

brought up the fact that he physically threatened a friend of mine, she didn’t seem to recognize it as 

a problem. This incident has been reported to Dr. Idonia. Dealing with numerous incidents, I 

stopped going there.  

Rate: 5/10 | Cleanliness 5/10 | Staff 1/10 | Food 5/10. 

 

Dunkin’ Donuts: Monroe Ave.- 

 

This experience is different from the one at McDonald's. I visit Dunkin frequently due to its 

proximity to SWW. It's convenient and expensive, just like everything else nowadays. I really 

struggle to understand why the workers at this restaurant move so slow. They are very unorganized. 

They take their time on every order I've had. Not once have I ordered from this location and 

received “fast food”. Another problem that I encounter a lot is messed up orders. For some reason, 

they can't get my order right. Clearly, they are understaffed but they are only “accepting 

applications” they need to be hiring more workers.  

Rate: 6.5/10 | Cleanliness 8/10 | Staff 6/10 | Food 6/10 

 

Avenue Diner: Monroe Ave- 

 

This is honestly a very excellent restaurant to go to, I recommend it 100%. I have gone here a few 

times to have lunch with friends and it is just truly amazing. Not only are the waiters kind and 

patient, but the cooks are fast and the wait is very little for the food. If you go, it shouldn’t have to 

be said that you are respectful. It is a privilege to be able to sit and eat in a restaurant, don’t get that 

taken away. If you do go, I recommend the Philly-Cheesesteak. It is only $8, and it tastes good 

every time! I personally have to try more foods on the menu to give Food an honest review, that 

doesn’t bother me though! 

Rate: 9/10 | Cleanliness 10/10 | Staff 10/10 | Food 9/10 
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Riddle One:  

Why Can’t a man living in California be legally buried in New York, even though it is in his will?  

Answer:              

 

Riddle Two:  
Mr. Brown was killed on Sunday afternoon. His wife said she was reading a book. The butler said he 

was taking a shower. The chef said he was making breakfast. The maid said she was folding clothes. 

The gardener said he was planting tomatoes. Who did it? 

Answer: 

 

Riddle Three:  

A doctor and a bus driver are both in love with the same women. She is an attractive woman named 

Sarah. The bus driver had to go on a long bus trip that would last a week. Before he left he gave Sarah 

seven apples. Why?  

Answer: 
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